
GPRS FLEET

A Smart Platform For Car Leasing Companies
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Fleet Management Application Design 

Internet of Things

VOIP Call Center

Software Development

Skytrack is a Greek software company (SaaS) based in 

Thessaloniki, Greece. It was founded by industry 

professionals with years of experience in software system 

design, telemetry, integrated computer systems, 

communications and database design. All the software we 

offer is exclusively designed and developed by us, allowing 

us to adapt in every customer need by offering tailor-

made solutions.

Who we are
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Our Partners

Delivering what’s next!
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Fleet Management

All in one with GPRS! Control your fleet easily and efficiently with our user-

friendly application. Our GPS tracking devices provide real time information

flow, allowing access to a variety of fleet management features online.

Receive instant alerts and notifications in your smartphone, tablet or PC.

Stay connected with your business assets on the go, from any part of the

world.

GPRS Fleet Management Platform

Easy to use – Simple to master
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GPRS Features

Notifications

Eco Mode

Custom Alerts

Live Tracking

Fuel Management

Reports

Maintenance

Remote Control

Fleet Control

E-Payment
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How It Works

Step 1
Install your GPS tracking device 
with the assistance of a licensed 

mechanic

Step 2
Your devices can now transmit 
live data to your personal GPRS 

account

Step 3
Monitor your fleet in real time 

through your smartphone, tablet 
or PC with the GPRS application
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Fleet Management
Easy and efficient

Skytrack offers a modern, state-of-the-art solution, allowing businesses to increase their productivity and profits, reduce high costs and attain valuable flexibility 

in their everyday operations.

Real time vehicle tracking

Instant alerts and notifications

Signal all around the world

Playback feature 

Detailed tracking records 

Easy access with the GPRS application
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Fleet Reports
Everything you need to know about your fleet

Adjustable Reporting
Adjust reports specifically to your 

needs

User–Friendly Application
Control your fleet easily and efficiently 

with our user-friendly GPRS application

Automated Reports
Choose between daily, weekly and 

monthly reports, addressing all sorts of 

fleet activities

Downloadable Files
Extract files in any supported file format

From fundamental reporting and simple task completion to advanced 

maintenance management and tailor-made reports, GPRS provides you with 

every tool you need to enhance your fleet’s activities.
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Stay connected with your fleet

Maintenance and Notifications

Overspeed, engine temperature, engine 

RPM.

Limits exceeded

Hard braking, entry or exit from 

predefined geofences, excessive vehicle 

movement,  kilometers limit alert. 

Vehicle movement

Scheduled car maintenance alert, percentage of 

kilometers remaining alert

Customized alerts

Vehicle refuel, excessive fuel consumption, 

maintenance, engine malfunction.

Fuel and maintenance

Did the customer exceed the agreed km’s per month limit? Was the necessary maintenance 

scheduled on time? ? Is everything working as expected?  When and why did an engine malfunction 

occur?

Keeping track of your vehicles condition and ensuring contract terms are met at all times is a major 

concern. GPRS offers the answer to these and many more questions, by providing detailed 

information on every aspect of a vehicle’s usage!
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Theft Protection

Your fleet is always safe with GPRS. We support a variety of anti-theft notifications in 

real time, to ensure the security of your assets on a 24/7 basis. Our GPS tracker 

devices allow you to monitor the movement of all vehicles: where they are, where they 

were, when they began the journey, where they stopped and for how long, and so on.

Do you need a way to block your vehicle in case of theft? The immobilizer allows you 

to block your vehicle in case of emergency. For each vehicle, you will be given a unique 

code that will allow you to block and unblock the system. 
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Offer Additional Services

Add value to your business by offering a complete fleet management solution to your 

customers. 

➢ You can create separate accounts for your customers, assign vehicles to them and 

enable a variety of features: From simple live tracking and anti theft protection, to 

advanced fuel management, tailor-made reports and vehicle routing, GPRS provides 

all the tools needed to enhance the operational efficiency of any modern fleet.

➢ Create your own billing plan for your customers and offer them exactly what they 

need to achieve their goals.
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User Application
Connect with your customers

➢ Your customers can receive vital, real time notifications directly to their phone with 

the GPRS application.

➢ Choose from a wide range of available notifications or simply create your own! 

Kilometers remaining, fuel usage, maintenance schedule, e-payments and many 

more features are available.

➢ Keep your customers  informed at all times with automated messages.

➢ Offer a personalized experience by providing them with the exact information they 

need! 

➢ No more lengthy emails! Information and statistics  is displayed with smart graphs, 

making them easy to understand.
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Track your business assets in real 

time from any part of the world

Live Tracking

Gain valuable insights and statistics 

for your entire car fleet.

Fleet Insights

Receive customized reports about 

any aspect of your fleet’s usage

Detailed Reports

Real time anti theft protection with 

instant alerts and remote vehicle 

control

Anti Theft Protection

Power up your business with the 

GPRS application 

All In One

Total control of your fleet has never 

been easier

Total Control

Customer Features
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Eco driving

Customer Features

Hard braking

Total fuel consumptionEngine temperatures

Overspeed

Idling

Excessive engine RPM

Provide your customers with a tool to monitor and help their drivers to improve their 

driving behavior. GPRS eco driving can save an average of 10% on fuel costs and 

reduce gas emissions, making it a real asset for any business fleet.
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Power Up Your Business

➢ GPRS is a user-friendly fleet management platform that allows you to keep every aspect 

of your fleet in control at any time, from any place.

➢ From simple live tracking and anti theft protection, to features such as advanced 

reporting, maintenance alerts and eco driving, GPRS is a completely customizable 

business asset suited for every modern need.

➢ Offer additional services to your customers with GPRS. Create customer accounts, 

assign vehicles, edit permissions and set your own custom billing plan! Let your 

customers take full advantage of the GPRS fleet management platform and power up 

their business by using your fleet and services! 

All in one with GPRS



Contact us

Thessaloniki, Greece: 

Perikleous 0, Spectra building, Thermi, 

57001

+30 2310365067 +30 2102202603

Athens, Greece:

Merlin 7, Kolonaki, 10671


